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A Real Conversation with Andrew McDermott 

Capital Allocation @ Hedgeyee  

July 11, 2023

• Andrew’s Capsule Bio
• Case Study in Capital Allocation #1: Berkshire
• Case Study in Capital Allocation #2: Intel
• Japan’s Evolving Capacity to Make, Protect & Teach

• Real vs. Financial Engineering
• Atoms vs. Bits and Bytes
• Comparative Pay Practices
• Japan’s Nuclear Power Assets
• Japan’s Growing Role in Constraining China
• Japanese Firms’ Growing Presence in the Southeastern US

• China’s Evolving Role in Global Affairs
• Chinese Economic Gains from Deng to Xi
• China’s Ascendancy in Academe and Boardrooms
• China’s “Investibility” in 2023 and Beyond

• The Business of Managing Other People’s Money
• “Sharpe World” and Related Concerns

• Citizenship in a Capitalist Democracy (h/t TR)



Narratives in Action: Japan, China, 
and…Nashville?
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▪ My interest in Japan is primarily in buying a 
significant business that meets the same 
standards we have for American purchases.

Warren Buffett, Dec. 9 2011

Investment Policy at BRK



1998

What changed at Berkshire?
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2021

It’s good to hear from you and to get an update on 
Japan. Our investing approach there is to be 
completely passive, but to respond to any ideas 
initiated by the five companies in which we’ve 
invested. They have all reached out, and my guess 
is that over the years something will materialize. We 
will avoid, however, proclaiming on anything 
Japanese, giving interviews to Japanese journalists, 
etc.

We want it clear that we are investors only and have 
not committed our funds to Japan with the idea of 
telling their government, their investors, their people 
or the CEOs of our investees what to do. I hope over 
time to build trust and a solid relationship, so that 
when a Japanese company – particularly one of our 
five – is looking to do something and is open to an 
investor from outside Japan, they think of Berkshire.

Source: 1998: University of Florida, Buffett Lecture.  2021: Email correspondence (reprinted with permission)



Has Buffett Lost His Mind?
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Forbes 9/20
Is this, once again, an expression of his 
enigmatic genius which will in due time 
show itself to have been a brilliant move? –
or is he finally losing his touch? Does his 
“value” strategy still work?

FT, 9/20

[Buffett’s] sudden, seemingly contrarian, 
interest deserves the attention of an 
investment community that has long 
shunned the world’s third largest stock 
exchange. Foreign investors have been net 
sellers of Japan for almost five years, and 
remain underweight in global portfolios. 
Flows in and out of Japanese stocks, over 
the past couple of decades, are frustratingly 
uncorrelated with profits. Japan’s pernicious 
“three Ds” (deflation, demographics and 
debt) have made it, for many global portfolio 
managers, the place they can afford to 
ignore: you can be wrong, and still not 
lose your job. 
…

Source: FT, Forbes, highlight by MVP.

[continued] … Yet by investing in Japan 
even as its Abenomics narrative 
evaporates, Mr Buffett is making a 
statement, as a value investor, about 
the US domestic market and the 
extremity of its current profile. He has 
chosen to make his statement using the 
most visible antithesis of that market: 
cash-rich, high-yielding, undervalued 
and unloved Japanese equities. 
Investors hungry for new opportunities 
will be hoping Mr Buffett is arriving early 
to a new trade, not late to an old one.



Berkshire: 2023
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Morning Session - 2023 Meeting

26. 'I feel better about the capital we've deployed in Japan than Taiwan'
… But marvelous people and marvelous competitive position and everything, I’d rather find it in the 
United States. I feel better about the capital that we’ve got deployed in Japan than Taiwan. I wish it 
weren’t so, but I think that’s the reality. And I’ve reevaluated that in the light of certain things that were 
going on. Charlie?
CHARLIE MUNGER: Well, my view is that Warren ought to feel comfortable if he wants to. (Laughter)
WARREN BUFFETT: Yeah, yeah. Put that in the minutes. (Laughter)

Source: CNBC Warren Buffett Archives, MVP.



Salaryman versus Superstar CEO

9Source: Japan Optimist, Bloomberg. US= S&P 500 companies. Japan: TOPIX companies.



Profits UP, Valuation DOWN

Source: Japan Optimist



Japan fundamental outperformance



Narratives in Action: Japan, China, 
and…Nashville?
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▪ Japan still makes things
• 36% of 777, sole source for key materials
• 96 key iPhone factories (2x US) 
• 25% of global shipping production, 
• 2x US score in Hamilton index of Advanced 

Manufacturing
• Nuclear power plants, high-speed trains, 

semiconductors, robots, cars, batteries

Make, Protect, Teach



▪ Japan protects us
• Base of 7th Fleet
• Borders China, N. Korea, Russia
• Secures critical North Asia trade route
• Provides diplomatic counterweight to China in Asia
• Exemplifies benefits of moving from militaristic 

autocracy to liberal democracy in partnership with 
USA

Make, Protect, Teach



▪ Japan can teach us
• That markets can heal themselves without PE
• That engineers can lead without MBAs
• That capitalism doesn't have to hollow out 

communities, even when recovering from a bust
• That we can still make things

• Japan has added 1mm manufacturing jobs in the US 
even as US companies have sent over 5mm overseas

• Japan has confidence in our ability to recover our past

Make, Protect, Teach



Narrative in motion

16Source: Pesek (2014), FT (2022),  BBC (2023)



Narrative in motion

17Source: WSJ, FT



But not for most investors
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“I think Japan is highly underrated. It’s almost like everybody decided that Japan sucks coming out of 
what they had done years ago, and everyone ignores it. Any time I write anything about Japan nobody 
pays any attention to it; nobody wants to talk about Japan. It seems much better priced to me than the US” 

- Bridgewater Associates Co-CIO Karen Karniol, at May 2023 Sohn Investment Conference

“There was no Japan discussion!  I am not sure the word was mentioned by any speaker or questioner.”

- Attendee, London Value Investor Conference, May, 2023



Same ol' river, same ol' sea
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The China Factor
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China accounted for almost half of 
the $34bn inflows into emerging 
markets more broadly, according to 
EPFR. Frank Brochin, senior 
portfolio manager at The Colony 
Group, a US wealth manager, said 
“to some extent investors are 
realising that China is investable 
again”.

Source: Financial Times 4/8/23



China: A Rock and A Hard Place?
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Who goes where? 
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"A simple way to take measure of a country is to look 

at how many want in.. And how many want out."
Tony Blair

"Japan is a place we fly over on the way to China"
PE executive at 2010 Investment Conference

https://www.azquotes.com/quote/350239
https://www.azquotes.com/quote/350239


Travel tells a story
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Source: Japan Times, Wall Street Journal, 
The Mainichi



Hope: Our Better Angels
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Japan as No.1 partner to the US

25Source: Japan-U.S. Investment Report 2022, JETRO.

Investment in manufacturing in the US

Japanese FDI in the US at record highs
Japanese R&D spending



Japan / Tennessee connection
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Data current as  of March 2023. Source: 
TNECD, The Tennessean.

On the occasion of Mitsubishi Motors headquarters relocating to 
Franklin, Gov. Bill Lee noted, “The reputation of Tennessee’s 
business climate and skilled workforce has attracted countless 
world-class businesses to our state.”

This economic climate didn’t just happen. It was through the hard 
work of Tennessee political and business leaders decades ago to 
bring Japanese companies to the state.

It has been through the diligence of organizations like the State 
Department of Economic and Community Development, the Japan-
American Society of Tennessee and the Nashville Area Chamber 
of Commerce that the climate endured and evolved to its current 
prominence in the prosperity of the state.

Tennessee receives half its $38.5 billion in foreign direct investment
from Japan. No other country comes close, and there are more than 
200 Japanese companies in the state, mainly related to the auto 
industry.

The recent announcement of Ford and SK Innovation coming to the 
Memphis Regional Megasite to produce electric trucks was 
preceded decades ago by Nissan's decision to build cars in Middle 
Tennessee and later to move its North American headquarters to 
the region. In 2019, Mitsubishi announced the company was moving 
its U.S. headquarters to the Nashville area.

Tennessee FDI, Top 10 countries

204 companies, 
including
HQ for Nissan, 
Bridgestone and
Mitsubishi.

https://www.tennessean.com/story/money/2019/06/25/mitsubishi-moves-headquarters-franklin-tennessee-california/1549906001/
https://tnecd.com/advantages/international/
https://www.tennessean.com/story/money/business/development/2021/10/01/stanton-tn-new-ford-blue-oval-city-plant-deal-memphis/5916166001/
https://www.tennessean.com/story/money/2019/06/25/mitsubishi-moves-headquarters-franklin-tennessee-california/1549906001/


Source of Social Problems

Source: Japan Optimist, Wilkinson & Pickett & The Equality Trust



Cash versus Debt

Source: Japan Optimist, MoF, Federal Reserve.



Household Wealth

Source: Japan Optimist, MoF, Federal Reserve.



CEO compensation to average employee 
income

30Source: Japan Optimist, US= Economic Policy Institute, Japan= Top 50 Topix companies CEO.



What changed in Japan? (1)
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Companies reporting record high net profits 
were at historical highs in 2022

TOPIX EBIT / share set record highs in CY 2021 despite 
COVID...

Data in CY. Source: Bloomberg

Using Nikkei Valuesearch data for FY21. Exporters as defined as companies 
with >20% overseas sales. Source: Toyokeizai, Shikiho, Nikkei, MVP.

Per capita GDP growth has been healthy since 09 
(Constant 2017 PPP $, 2009=0%)

Source: World Bank, MVP.

… alongside increase in shareholder payout

Data in FY. Source: Daiwa, MVP.



What changed in Japan? (2)
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Growth in Labor Productivity Cost per year, US$
1995-2018 1995-2009 2010-2018 1989 2020

US 1.8% 3.0% 0.0% Harvard $18,000 $80,000
UK 3.6 5.9 0.0 Keio 9,000 13,000
Italy 1.2 1.2 0.8 Tokyo University 6,000 7,500
Canada 1.9 0.1 2.5 Source: MVP, Harvard Crimson, Nippon Times
Germany -0.7 -2.0 0.8
France 1.8 2.2 1.9
Japan 0.5 -0.5 2.2
Source: Japan Productivity Center



US Manufacturing Erosion (1)

33Source: DOD 2018



US Manufacturing Erosion (2)

34Source: DOD 2018



Japan has NOT done this …

35Source: DOD 2018
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